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• Cyber‐enabled crimes
Crimes are enabled by computers or digital services in certain circumstances
but do not fully depend on them.

• Cyber‐dependent crimes
Crimes are carried out by hacking and delivering malicious content to the
victim.

Cyber‐attacks

Cybercrimes
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Event(s) Incident IR 
Observable occurrence that may
affect your information security

Negative Outcomes:
• Service Disruption;
• Data Privacy Breach;
• Data Integrity Breach; or
• Proprietary Breach.

Breach attempts could be considered
as an Incident depending on where the
attempt has been detected.

Produce
Consequences

Cyber Incidents
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Incident Response Plan

Detect Analysis Prioritization Notification
Containment 

and 
Forensics

Recovery Review

Forensic Investigation is an extension of the overall Incident Response process
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Digital Forensics
Digital Forensics
The application of science to the identification, collection, examination,
and analysis, of data while preserving the integrity of the information
and maintaining a strict chain of custody for the data.

The ultimate goal is to obtain a Digital Evidence and answering 5WH.

Digital Evidence
Any information that can be secured from an information system and used
during the course of any civil or criminal legal procedure.
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Forensic Readiness

The achievement of an appropriate level of capability by an
organization in order for it to be able to collect, preserve, protect and
analyze Digital Evidence so that this evidence can be effectively used in
security investigations, any legal matters or court proceedings.
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Risks with no forensic readiness capability

• It would not be possible to identify root causes during investigating an incident.
• Responsibilities would not have been identified and the organization would not know where to
seek advice or assistance.

• If the incident involves seizure of a business critical component by law enforcement, then it could
escalate into amajor business continuity issue.

• Increased threat of actor discoverability or sanction.
• Economic losses which may result from failure to detect fraud, failed legal action, or penalties
received due to non‐compliance with legal requirements. This may also extend to inability to
make insurance claims or even undermine an organization's ability to obtain insurance cover.

• Poor governance that could lead to liability to others for compensation of consequential losses
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Digital Forensic Process of NIST

Collect Examination Analysis Reporting

Identify any potential 
sources of data relevant 
to the incident and 
then acquire the data 
while preserving the 
integrity of the sources

Assessing the acquired 
data and extracting the 
data relevant to the 
incident while 
preserving its integrity

Studying the 
extracted information 
to answer the 5WH 
questions

Process of preparing 
and presenting the 
procedure, methods 
and tools utilized in 
the investigation 
along with the 
results from the 
analysis

Forensic Artifacts

Evidence
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Forensic Artifacts
Forensics artifacts are any object that has a forensic value (i.e.
evidence of something that occurred) such as logs, registry, …etc.

Artifacts can be mapped into categories based on what activity and
action they describe. SANS has released a poster named “Windows
Forensic Analysis – Poster: You can’t protect What You Don’t Know
About” mapping the artifacts that can be found on a Windows into
eight categories.

Categorization of artifacts can help 
forensic examiners focus their 
effort on specific areas.
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Action on 
Objective

Command and 
ControlExploitationDeliveryWeoponizationReconnaissance

Cyber Kill Chain
CKC is an intelligence‐driven model proposed by Lockheed Martin to be
followed in the detection and prevention of cyber‐attacks.

 Make defensive capabilities aligned to the steps an adversary follows (i.e. actionable intelligence)
 Analyzing intrusionswhen:

• the detection was based on IoC, and
• the IoC contains the CKC phase which belongs to.
The investigator can go back to prior phases as it is assumed that they have already been executed.
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Forensic Readiness Implementation

Business 
Scenarios

• Pre‐defined business scenarios 
that would require digital 
evidence

Identify Sources
• Identify potential evidence sources and 
the types of evidence

Collection 
Requirements

• Determine evidence collection 
requirements, instructions and 
tools

Establish 
Capabilities

• Establish capabilities for 
secure evidence 
collection and process

o Ensure detection capabilities of major incidents
o Roles and Job assignments during the response
o Establish a policy for proper chain of custody
o Documentation
o Reporting mechanism
o Specify the threshold when to escalate to a full

formal digital investigation
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Considerations
Orchestration and Automation

Performing digital forensic investigation and collecting necessary
data/artifacts that are related to an incident from disparate sources
manually is hard and time‐consuming.

Activity to detect,
investigate, prevent,
mitigate, remediate or
simulate a specific
security state that has
either occurred or in
order to ensure the
security state never
occurs.

One or more action
or set of steps
combined into a
sequence or
algorithmically‐
defined use in order
to be performed
based on a logical
process

Action Playbook

Machine‐Readable, 
Structured and 
Standardized across 
organizational 
boundaries and 
technological solutions

Accenture, Cisco, Cyware,
EclecticIQ, FireEye, Fornetix, IBM,
New Context, Syncurity, ThreatQ,
U.S. NIST, and others collaborate at
OASIS to define CACAO.
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Considerations
Others

 Cloud and IoT
 The new market players
 …
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Thank You
Q & A
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